
 

A FIRST PAN-EUROPEAN AND DAY-AND-DATE RELEASE FOR TIDE 

The TIDE Experiment is very pleased to announce its first of the four 2013-releases. Viramundo: a 

musical journey with Gilberto Gil (by Pierre-Yves Borgeaud; Urban Distribution International), a music 

documentary, will be actually released simultaneously or quasi-simultaneously in theaters and on VoD 

between April and July in 10 European countries (Belgium/Brunbro, France/Urban Distribution, Ireland/Soda 

Pictures, Italy/Nomad Films, Lithuania/Kaunas, Luxemburg/Brunbro, Netherlands/Brunbro, Poland/Gutek, 

Portugal/Alambique and United Kingdom/Soda Pictures). “Thanks to MEDIA PROGRAMME, this pan-European 

release and the 3-upcoming TIDE Experiment’s ones are therefore contributing to initiate new models for 

European independent film exposure at the digital era” Michel Hazanavicius, President (ARP- The Société 

civile des Auteurs, Réalisateurs, Producteurs). “This large participation from Portugal to Lithuania, including 

France and UK, underlines the expectations of European cinema professionals for new opportunities. It points 

also out the legitimacy to test new pan-European distribution models, potential complementarity between 

VoD and theatrical exploitations and adjustments on media chronology regulations.” Florence Gastaud, 

General Delegate (ARP- The Société civile des Auteurs, Réalisateurs, Producteurs).  
 

With the support of the European Commission, The TIDE Experiment will then coordinate the 10 

releases in theaters and on global and local VOD platforms, cover local and international P&A costs and 

provide transversal marketing services.  “As far as we know, Viramundo: a musical journey with Gilberto Gil 

will be the first film to test "day-and-date" models on a truly European level.  We are very excited to be part 

of the TIDE team, and to handle the VoD distribution of the film as part of this experimentation.” Jérôme 

Chung and Pierre-Alexandre Labelle (Under the Milky Way’s co-founders).  
 

Two “Release team meetings”, in Paris and in Berlin, between local distributors, the sales agent (Urban 

Distribution International) and the other members of The TIDE Experiment team (ARP, Europa Distribution, the 

Film Agency and Under the Milky Way) have outlined transversal marketing services and common marketing 

strategies which enable mutualized marketing costs and tools. “Back in January, during our first meeting, we 

agreed on the basics of the marketing strategy.  Therefore, all the distributors involved have approved these 

marketing tools in Berlin. We also setup a single community management strategy, complementary graphic 

design tools and a few shared-impact events. We still have a couple of positioning nuances among territories, 

but we are all together on the same communication track.” Mentioned Sarah Calderón (The Film Agency).  
 

The three other TIDE Experiment films (Fandango Portobello/Italy-UK, Goldcrest Films 

International/UK and Wide/France) will be announced in the upcoming weeks. 
 

The TIDE Experiment is one of the three selected projects in response to the Call for Proposals of the 

European Commission: Preparatory Action "Circulation of European films in the digital era". TIDE Experiment   

is composed by The Société civile des Auteurs, Réalisateurs, Producteurs (ARP), TIDE’s coordinator, 4 European 

sales agents, Europa Distribution, Under the Milky Way and The Film Agency.  
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